analyses and hopes to have it published
by the upcoming centenary in 2011. I
very much look forward to this important contribution to Jussi scholarship.
After some free time to explore the
city further and partake in a light lunch,
the second and final concert took place.
The same distinguished artists were involved in another tribute to Jussi with
most arias and duets that recalled treasured recordings. Some highlights included "Solenne in quest'ora" performed
by Messrs. Carlsson and Eleby, a sensitively rendered "Si, Mi chiarnano Mimi"
by Ms. McBroom, a powerful "Nessun
dorma" with a ringing high B by Mr.
Carlsson, and a positively demonic
"Vous qui faites l'endormie" presented
by Mr. Eleby. A great encore by Messrs.
Carlsson and Eleby of"Au fond du temple saint" concluded a wonderful afternoon performanc e by all involved.
The entire JBS contingent took over
the back room of Poogan's Porch on
Queen Street for our closing dinner. lt
was a fitting venue to wrap up an entire
weekend's worth of festivities. Good
food, great company, plenty of laughter,
handshakes, hugs and kisses, and a
moving toast by Anders Bjorling thanking the Society for its efforts to keep his
father's legacy alive. What a terrific
weekend· in Charleston , where old
friendships were strengthened and new
friendships were forged. This conference was brought together as a bridge to
the 2011 centenary festivities in Sweden.
It was another pearl in a string of them
that began with our first conference in
Washington, DC a decade (has it really
been that long?) ago. ■

Ward Murray is a Board member ofJBS.
He awoke to Jussi in his early 30'.s, and
like many late converts, has become a
zealot. Ward is part of the sizeable Washington D.C. JBS contingent.

A New 1950 Don Carlo,

Masterfully Remastered
By Dan Shea

Don Carlo (Verdi, 1867): Orchestra
and chorus of the Metropolitan
Opera, Fritz Stiedry conductor, with
Delia Riga!, Fedora Barbieri, Lucine
Amara; Jussi Bjorling, Robert Merrill, Cesare Siepi, Jerome Hines,
Lubomir Vichegonov. Radio broadcast of 11 November 1950; excerpts
from telecast of 6 November 1950.
WEST HILL RADIO ARCHIVES
WHRA 6021.

J

ussi Bjorling took on his last new
stage role, Don Carlo, to help open
the Met's first season with Rudolph
Bing as manager. At the November 6,
1950, premiere- which was telecastand again for the radio broadcast five
days later, Bjorling was at the top of his
form vocally and interpretively, steadily
producing bright, vividly- colored tones
in an impassioned portrayal of his character. It's another state-of-grace performance worthy to stand next to his
famous 1940 and 1947 broadcasts as
Romeo and his 1956 broadcast as des
Grieux in Manon Lescaut.
There are several different recordings
extant of the November 11 matinee
broadcast (in various transcription disc,
tape, LP, CD formats) and many of us
have the Myto CD edition (falsely labeled
as from the "6.1 1.50" opening night performance). That set at least has given us
most of the radio broadcasl performance
in listenable sound, but that sound is
veiled and cold, unpleasant even by 1950

standards. One didn't listen to this
recording to get a performance of Don
Carlo the opera, rather one sampled it for
the stellar vocal performances there that
could not conveniently be found elsewhere. Here I use the past tense for the
Myto set because it is now irrelevant: the
new WHRA CD set makes obsolete in
every way the previously-known generally-available versions.
This new 3-CD set brings us not only
the complete radio broadcast from the
November 11 matinee, but also major
scenes from the opening night telecast.
While the kinescope of that transmission seems to have been lost and the
known audiotape recording was "almost
unusable" according to sound engineer
Ward Marston, he has skillfully transformed parts of that tape to yield a good
account of nearly all of Carlo's music as
sung on that occasion: comparing the
two performances is an enjoyable exercise in "Jussi-colo gy" and a valuable
record of how our tenor managed the
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extra stresses of opening night.
The story of the provenance and reengineering of the new source is reported interestingly by Mr. Marston in
the accompanying booklet. A short
version of this story is that he and a
friend, checking a large collection of
reels of tape that had been given to
him, found one labeled "Met.Carlo
1950:' Luckily they decided to listen to
it and realized that it was a "high quality transfer" of original transcription
discs. There were still many problems
with the new tape, but with the tricks
of his remastering trade (described in
his report), Marston has achieved
something of a miracle: a version of the

performance that stands as a useful representation of the opera itself - not just
a souvenir of certain individual performances. The result is thoroughly listenable in toto, with the orchestra
sound warmer and fuller; even soprano
Delia Rigal is now heard to be quite adequate with some admirable moments,
especially in the final act.
Let's remind ourselves of some of the
vocal performances in the November 11
broadcast, as we hear them with fresh
ears via these new CDs. We can do no
better than to go to the WHRA booklet
and sample the superb analysis provided in Stephen Hastings' notes for the
booklet:
"Bjorling phrases with consummate
musicianship and irresistible tonal luster and makes sense of this elusive
character [Carlo] in a manner that will
rarely if ever be rivaled by later tenors.
Bjorling's Carlo is vulnerable, ingenuous and impulsive, but also idealistic
and attractively youthful. One can fully
comprehend his winning the love of
Elisabetta, Eboli and Rodrigo, yet at the
same time understand why his position
at court is so precarious. The felicities

of his singing are too numerous to list
here, but it is worth stressing how vital
a contribution the tenor's elegant use of
portamento makes to the expressive
force of his phrasing. In this he represents the finest tradition of late 19th
century singing, without any of the accompanying mannerisms:•
"From a technical point of view ....
baritone Robert Merrill was arguably no
less complete a singer than Bji:irling, as
his remarkably accurate reading of
'Carlo ch'e sol ii nostro amore' in Act
One proves: all of Verdi's notation is
scrupulously respected and the voice is
both handsome in colour and perfectly
poised on the breath. His diction is admirably clear... :'
"Delia Riga! ... commanded ample
volume and the right range for Elisabetta (her high Bs in the final scene are
her best notes) .... Ward Marston's
restoration of these recordings has
largely eliminated that sourness of tone
that made it difficult to appreciate the
soprano's qualities in earlier issues:•
"Mezzo Fedora Barbieri had already
performed Eboli in her home town of
Trieste in 1946 and she was to keep the
part in her repertoire for another eight
years. Her strengths lie in her biting delivery of the text, in the rhythmic energy
of her singing ... and in the velvety line
she sustains in the middle section of'O
don fatale; where Stiedry's stately tempo
encourages her not to break up the
legato or put too much pressure on her
chest voice:'
"The performance of her fellow Italian Cesare Siepi, making a truly impressive Met debut as Filippo II at the
age of twenty-seven, can be enjoyed unconditionally. The voice is naturally authoritative in timbre, powerful without
any hint of harshness or wooliness, and
the phrasing is consistently responsive
both to musical detail and to the dramatic context. The act three monologue
and dialogue with the Grande Inquisi-
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tore are genuine highlights of this performance, and Jerome Hines offers an
appropriately weighty portrayal of the
latter role:'
Stephen Hastings also notes that
"None of these singers recorded the
opera commercially and the best of
them all-Jussi Bji:irling-can be heard
as Carlo only in these two Met performances, although he was to perform
the role another fourteen times in all"
around the country.
And Stephen focuses on the final
duet "Ma lassu ci vedremo in un mondo
migliore" between Elisabetta and Carlo,
which he calls "one of Verdi's most unearthly melodies;' pointing out that
Riga! begins "in a beguiling head-voice"
with Bji:irling then repeating the melody
"in tones of quite breathtaking beauty:
the sound is translucent and otherworldly, the phrases are bound together
with an exquisite play of legato. No
other tenor on disc comes close to investing this music with a similar degree
of spiritual inwardness and in the opening night television relay of the same
production he responds to the soprano's
mezza voce with an even gentler tracing
of the line:'
Conclusion: There's some brilliant
singing here, and we can at last appreciate the performance as a whole because
finally the recording itself does justice
to the performers: In act three Elisabetta
cries for "Giustizia, giustizia!" from Filippo and now justice finally has been
done, not of course by Filippo but definitely by Ward Marston for Verdi, Elisabetta, Carlo, and the entire cast!

Notes: 1. Members of the Jussi Bjorling

Society-USA can order the WHRA Don
Carlo from the JB Museum via email for
the bargain postage-included price of
$42 and then pay via JBS-USA using a US

